Research funding | Third-party funding
From idea to funding

- Eligible to apply?
- Deadlines?
- Internal approvals

- Planning, consulting
- Sketch, project description
- Budget
- Explanations
Third-party funding – "it's not rocket science,, !

Research Affairs Unit ...

provides advice and support on all aspects of funding, cooperation and formal documentation of research projects..

Target group:

Professors of the UP
academic staff of the UP
new project leaders of third-party funded projects

Postdoctoral researchers
accompany the first applications for third-party funding
career paths in science and research
further funding opportunities
We offer:

- Information on funding organisations, calls for proposals and funding programmes
- Advice on applications, budget calculations and administrative checks
- If necessary, mediation of contacts to professorships or successful applicants
- Employer declaration (+ further required declarations of the UP)

- NO content-related technical consultations
**Contact**

**Division of Planning, Statistics, Research Affairs**

---

**Head of Section, research affairs, funding, reporting, cooperative agreements**

**Rico Janke + Project-Team** !! dez1@uni-potsdam.de !!

0331/977-1692; rico.janke@uni-potsdam.de

---

**EU research programs, international research cooperation, EU competence Network**

**Teresa Rodriguez + Project-Team**

T0331/977-1080; teresa.rodriguez@uni-potsdam.de

---

**Applications and Services for External Funding: Young Researchers, Special Programs of the state of Brandenburg, Internal research funding**

**Kerstin Schweigel**

0331/977-1529; kerstin.schweigel@uni-potsdam.de

---

**Federal Government´s Tenure Track Programm for Supporting Young Researchers**

**Dr. Stanciu, Anja**

0331/977-4027; anja.stanciu@uni-potsdam.de

---

Postal address: University of Potsdam
Division of Planning, Statistics, Research Affairs
Am Neuen Palais 10, Building 8
14469 Potsdam